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1. Introduction 
Recode Software is developed in C++ and Python to evaluate Recoding engine (aka Unstructured 
Data Processor or UDP) [1] on a wide range of applications. Recoding engine is an efficient, 
software programmable, data recoding accelerator that is orders of magnitude more energy-
efficient (1,900x) and area-efficient than conventional CPU cores on recoding tasks [1-4]. With 
Recoding engine, systems/applications can select the right encoding of data for each stage of the 
computation, and in each part of the systems (e.g., core, LLC, main memory and storage). Please 
check [1] to learn more about the Recoding Engine (UDP) architectures. With Recode Software, 
users can simply call library functions that have been built for the Recoding engine and perform 
an efficient data transformation and encodings on diverse workloads. Currently, the Recode 
Software supports the data transformation workloads including CSV parsing, Huffman 
Encoding/Decoding, Dictionary, Dictionary-RLE (Run-length Encoding) and Snappy Compression 
and Decompression [1].  

The target users for Recode Software are application software developers and studiers who are 
familiar with C-level source interface. These users can call the standard Recode Software library 
for C++ program, and use the interfaces to accelerate data transformations workloads and 
generate performance results. Moreover, Recode Software has been also provided with a basis 
programming environment for software tool chain developers to be able to develop a compiler 
which will recognize patterns, e.g., sparse matrix operations, and automatically target the Recode 
engine. 

 
Figure 1. The Recoding engine (UDP)'s software stack [1] 

2. Recode Software 
In this Section, we go over quickly on Recoding engine (or UDP) software structure and then, 
explain the Recode Software structure. Figure 1 shows the UDP's software stack which supports 
a wide range of transformations [1]. Briefly speaking, a number of domain-specific translators 
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and a shared backend are used to create the UDP programs for application kernel evaluations. 
The translators support high-level abstraction and translate it into a high-level assembly 
language. The backend does intra-block and cross-block optimization, but most importantly, it 
does the layout optimization to achieve high code density with multi-way dispatch. Further, it 
optimizes action block sharing, another critical capability for small code size. Finally, the system 
kernels for linking with CPU programs, enabling a flexible combination of CPU and UDP 
computing. For more details about the UDP software stack, please refer to [1]. 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 2. The Structure of Recode Software 

Figure 2 shows the structure of Recode Software. As shown in Figure 2.a, init() function will 
get a configuration values for each application as an input, and generate UDP binary machine 
program for the UDP hardware model. An application interface then uses a specific function to 
use the UDP program to perform recoding tasks (e.g., Snappy Compression) on an input file to 
generate an output file, and performance results. We should highlight that our software can also 
generate UDP program for any compilers. Specifically, compiler developers can generate a UDP 
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assembly text for an application, and give it to the init() function in our software as an input. 
So that, our software can generate a UDP binary machine program for that specific UDP assembly 
text. Figure 2.b also depicts the libraries prepared for Recode Software. As shown in the figure, 
there is a libudp.h file that contains all necessary interfaces needed to call recoding functions 
to be executed in UDP. We later explain those functions in detail followed by discussing how to 
run a sample test with Recode Software.  

In the following, we also explain all the folders included in Recode Software.  

• bin/: It includes all executable files for testing each application. Once you run each executable 
file, the output files for each test will be available in this folder.    

• Include/: All header files and/or include files should be stored here. This allows any compiler 
in any directory to only include a single directory to gain access to the header files for the 
project. 

• lib/: This should be the build destination for any shared binaries produced by code- 
dynamically-linked libraries or shared object files.  

• src/: contains the source code for the various components of the UDP. For each application, 
there is a APP_NAME.cc file which contains function calls to run an application on udpsim (a 
c++ cycle level UDP simulator). Also, “src/” contains directories for each of components of 
UDP. Currently, there are:            

o src/applications: This stores the high-level user-facing applications that will run on the 
UDP. This includes Snappy, Dictionary, Dictionary-RLE, CSV, Huffman and Regex. These 
are distinct applications for the UDP and should only interface with code in this 
directory. For each application directory, there are two folders called "udp_program" 
and "udp_kernel" that includes all necessary files/scripts to generate UDP programs and 
run an application. The generated UDP program for each application will be stored in 
"udp_program".            

o src/backend_optimizer/: This directory should store the future backend_optimizer for 
the UDP. All programs in this directory should only need to interface with UDP assembly 
(for input and output). 

o src/assembler/: This directory should contain the future UDP assembler; it should only 
need to interface with the UDP assembly language (as input) and UDP machine code (as 
output). 

o src/loader/: This directory contains sub-directories for the UDP loader respectively. Any 
program in this layer should only take UDP machine code as input and output UDP 
binary images. 
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o src/hardware_models/: This directory contains the current C simulator and should 
contain any future hardware models that are constructed. Any program in this layer 
should only take UDP binary images as input.    

• test/: This directory includes some test files for each application. Users can simply modify 
those files and change the inputs of each interface for applications. 

• tmp/: This is a temporary folder used for keeping the outputs file generated when running 
each application. 

3. System Requirements 
The tool is expected to run in Linux with required system dependencies installed. There are a 
couple of dependencies - these are listed below (as well as commands to install them on Ubuntu): 

1) python: sudo apt-get install python 
2) python-config: sudo apt-get install python-dev 
3) GNU make: sudo apt-get install make 
4) g++: sudo apt-get install gcc (All gcc versions that supports c++11 should work) 

4. Installation  

Step1. Setting up the source code 

a) Getting the source code 

tar xvzf RecodeSoftware.tar.gz 

b) Add “RecodeSoftware/lib” and “RecodeSoftware/include” to your 
“LD_LIBRARY_PATH”. 

source setup_env.sh 

Step2. Building Recode Software 

 make 

Summary of the useful commands is provided below. It is recommended to execute these 
commands under the tool directory (i.e., RecodeSoftware/). 
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Table 1. A summary of useful commands to build and run Recode Software 

Commands Description 
make Compile the software 
make clean Remove all objects and temporary files from the libudp/ directory 
make csv Compile and run test of csv parsing application 
make snappy Compile and run test of snappy compression/decompression application 
make dictionary Compile and run test of dictionaryRLE application 
make regex Compile and run test of regex application 
make huffman Compile and run test of huffman encoding/decoding application 
make tmpclean Remove all temporary files in 'tmp/' directory 
make deepclean make clean + make tmpclean 

 
Figure 3. The details of a sample run for snappy 
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5. How to Run Recode Software 
To run a test in Recode Software, users can simply go to bin/ folder and run of the executable 
file in this directory. For example, to run a test for snappy which is written in 
tests/test_snappy.cpp, you can use ./bin/test_snappy command to run the test. 
Another simple way to run the test with snappy is to use make snappy (as described in Section 
4) which will compile and run the test for snappy.  

Once you use make snappy, the snappy test will be run. The outputs of the run, (i.e., the 
compressed and decompressed files) will be stored in tmp/test_snappy/. Additionally, the 
performance metrics will also be provided. For more details, please check Figure 3. 

Table 2 also shows the summary of performance metrics that a user can get after running an 
application with an explanation for each metric. 

Table 2. A summary of performance metrics 

Metrics Description 
cycle The number of cycles of the Recode execution. The number of cycles from 

Recode launch to Recode finishes 
lmread The number of local memory reads 
lmwrite The number of local memory writes 
vecread The number of vectors reads 
vecwrite The number of vectors writes 
sbread The number of stream buffer reads 
sbwrite The number of stream buffer writes 
regread The number of registers reads 
regwrite The number of registers writes 

6. Writing a sample test 
To write a sample test in a Recode Software, you need to first add libudp.h header on top of 
the program to make sure you can use all the functions in Recode Software. Table 3 shows some 
of the functions that can be used to run each application. For more details about all functions in 
libudp.h, you can check the file in include/service/ directory of the software. 

Once you include the libudp header, you need to generate a UDP program for an application. 
To do that, you can use init() function for each application. For example, to generate a UDP 
program for snappy compression, you can call libudp::snappyInitCompression() 
function. This function will use a default configuration that was set for an application before, to 
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generate the program. To change the configurations, you can add the inputs to the functions. For 
more details, please check libudp.h header file. It should be noted that our software can also 
generate a UDP program for any compilers. Specifically, a UDP assembly text file needs to be 
added to the init() function as an input to generate the program. We also provided some UDP 
assembly text samples in udp_kernel/ folder of each application.  

Table 3. A summary of Interfaces 

snappyInitCompression() Generate the program for snappy compression 
snappyInitDecompression() Generate the program for snappy decompression 
snappyCompress(input, input_length, output) Compress the input and store it into the output 
snappyDeCompress(input, input_length, 
output) 

Decompress the input and store it into output 

dictRleInit() Generate the program for dictionary encoding 
dictRle(input, inputSize, output) Encode the input and store it into the output 
huffEncodeInit() Generate the program for huffman encoding 
huffDecodeInit() Generate the program for huffman decoding 
huffEncode(input, inputSize, output) Encode the input and store it into the output 
huffDecode(input, inputSize, output) Decode the input and store it into the output 
csvInit() Generate the program for CSV parsing 
csv(input, inputSize, output) recode the input and store it into the output 
regexInit() Generate the program for regular expression pattern 
regex(input, inputSize, output) recode the input and store it into the output 

Once the program is generated, you can call a function to recode/transform a data. We should 
highlight that a user only needs to generate a UDP program at the beginning. After that user can 
use the generated program multiple times without calling init() function again, and this 
function can be commented in the test file. For example, in order to use snappy to compress a 
file, a user can simply call libudp::snappyCompress and add “input file and size” to the 
function as inputs and hence, the function will return the compressed file as an output. To clarify, 
a sample example for using snappy compression is shown as follows. 

#include "service/libudp.h" 

int main() { 
//Generating a UDP program; it needs to be called only once. 
libudp::snappyInitCompression(); 

//Defining the input, output and compressed size variable 
unsigned int compressedSize = 0;   
std::string datastr("This is a test”); //A sample input 

     std::string output; 

//Calling snappy compression function to compress datastr. 
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compressedSize = libudp::snappyCompress(datastr.c_str(), 
datastr.size(), &output);  

//Writing compressed file as an output file 
     std::ofstream outfile("compressed", std::ofstream::binary); 
     outfile.write(output.c_str(), compressedSize); 
     outfile.close(); 
  } 

7. Copy Right 
If you use the tool or adapt the tool in your work or publication, you are required to cite the 
following reference: 

• For the Recode Software usage, please cite the below Technical Report: 

Majed Valad Beigi, Chen Zou, Yuanwei Fang and Andrew A. Chien. “Recode Software V0.9: A 
User Guide”, Dept. of Computer Science Technical Report, 2020. 

• For the Recode (UDP) architecture, please cite the below UDP paper: 

Yuanwei Fang, Chen Zou, Aaron Elmore, and Andrew A. Chien. “UDP: A Programmable 
Accelerator for Extract-Transform-Load Workloads and More”, in Proceedings of the 50th 
Annual IEEE/ACM International Symposium on Microarchitecture (MICRO-50), October 2017, 
Boston, Massachusetts. 

8. Contact 
We would appreciate if you send any questions to the Recode Software mailing list by sending a 
message with just the word `help' as subject or in the body, to: 

recode-request@mailman.cs.uchicago.edu 

9. FAQ 
Q1) It says that libudp cannot be found or permission denied by the linker, ld? 

Answer. You will need to do source setup_env.sh and make clean first, and then try 
make again. 

Q2) I am getting some bizarre C++ compiler errors involving undefined reference or ld returned 
1 exit status? 
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Answer. This is a result of the linking libraries that can be simply solved by using make clean 
and then make to rebuild the source codes. Using source setup_env.sh will be also 
helpful. 

Q3) I am getting issues about invalid Makefile syntax or missing #endif clauses? 

Answer. Sounds like you are using BSD Make, not GNU Make (different syntax). If you are 
running on a BSD system, please install gmake and replace all make commands above with 
gmake. 
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